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EGON KORNAUTH: PIANO WORKS, VOLUME ONE

by Jonathan Powell

Music-lovers could easily be forgiven for assuming that Viennese and other Austrian composers 
active from around the time of the Secession (1897) until the dawn of World War II had no or, 
at best, little interest in writing for the piano. he statistics concerning the better-known names 
speak for themselves: Mahler wrote no solo piano music (and the instrument features only in song-
accompaniments in his mature works), Schreker nothing excepting juvenilia; early on Zemlinsky 
penned two brief collections (the Ländliche Tänze and Fantasien über Gedichte von Richard 
Dehmel), and though Franz Schmidt contributed some substantial chamber and concertante works 
involving the instrument, he composed merely two short solo pieces for let hand alone, and only 
one for both (the late Romanze). Berg’s Sonata is now a staple of the repertoire; Schoenberg’s 
and Webern’s piano works, by contrast, are aesthetically very distant from the world of their 
contemporaries. So, inevitably, curious pianists have to look to the now lesser-known peers of 
these giants for Viennese late-Romantic and early modern repertoire, not least Joseph Marx 
(1881–1964), whose combined published and unpublished piano œuvre runs to some two hours, 
Karl Weigl (1881–1949)1 and their slightly younger coeval Egon Kornauth (1891–1959) whose 
piano music is recorded for the irst time on this disc. His output for the instrument is generous, 
certainly given the standards of the time: it includes the relatively uncomplicated Five Pieces, 
Op. 2, and Sonata, Op. 4 (both of 1912), the Phantasie, Op. 10 (1915), and hree Piano Pieces, 
Op. 23 (1920), in which his writing for the instrument is hugely expanded and developed along 
orchestral lines, the Kleine Suite, Op. 29 (1923), in which he adopts a lighter tone, contrasting 
with the weightier Four Pieces, Op. 32 (1926). Following the Sonatina, Op. 41b, he composed 
the dark and severe Prelude and Passacaglia, Op. 43 (1939), which, in turn, complements the 
resigned, dreamy nature of much of the Five Pieces, Op. 44 (also known as the Second Suite, 
of 1940). During post-war years, his interest in the piano continued with hree Canons (1951) 
and a series of occasional, still unpublished works that include Albumblatt ‘Hommage à Joseph 
Marx’, Op. 47/2a (1953), two heart-rending Andantes (A lat and D lat major), and hema der 
‘schönsten Lebenszeit’, started in 1916 but apparently completed and substantially revised only 

� A CD of his piano works performed by Joseph Banowetz has recently appeared on Naxos 8.572423 (2102).
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in 1954, and a hema zu einem Variationensatz (1956). When one adds a number of further, 
mostly early, unpublished works (such as two scherzi and two minuets), Kornauth’s piano output, 
at around three hours in total duration, is possibly the most substantial penned in Vienna during 
this period.
 Although largely unheard in the decades following his death, Kornauth’s music was a staple 
of Austrian concert-halls during his lifetime (the British modernist composer Humphrey 
Searle visited Vienna during the late 1930s and was dismayed to ind the music of his idol Webern 
relegated to ‘obscure concert halls in remote suburbs of Vienna’, remarking slightly caustically that 
‘such modern Austrian music as was played in the concerts of the Vienna Philarmonic and Vienna 
Symphony Orchestras was usually by Franz Schmidt or lesser composers like Egon Kornauth’2) and 
he was the recipient of prizes and awards throughout his career. Searle may not have known that 
the orchestra was not Kornauth’s natural medium; Kornauth also wrote a substantial body of Lieder 
but composed no extended orchestral works, preferring to group smaller pieces into four orchestral 
suites, none of which lasts much over half an hour. His music is at once charmingly arresting, awash 
with rich harmonic colour and melodically memorable in its directness; he frequently manages to 
instil technical brilliance into his works with an extremely light touch – the Trio-Suite, Op. 45 (1948), 
for piano trio is, essentially, a highly sophisticated series of canons which combine to form a truly 
delightful sequence of cantilenas in the shape of waltzes and canzonettes.
 Kornauth was born in 1891 in the Moravian town Olmütz (then in the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire, and now Olomouc in the east of the Czech Republic) and beneitted from a broad 
musical education, apparently studying no fewer than six instruments: in addition to classes on 
the piano, cello, lute, clarinet and trumpet, he also played the organ in a local church. He made 
his debut as a pianist at the age of iteen and, while still in his teens, joined the cello sections 
of the Olmütz symphony and theatre orchestras. But in 1909 he moved to Vienna to pursue 
studies simultaneously at the Vienna Music Academy (with Robert Fuchs, the teacher of Mahler, 
Sibelius, Schmidt, Schreker, Wolf and Zemlinsky) and at the University of Vienna (irst modern 
philology, later changing to musicology with Guido Adler, the founder of the profession). He 
subsequently moved to Schreker for composition, but felt at odds with his teacher’s modernist 
stance and predilection for opera and so eventually settled for private tuition with Franz Schmidt, 
with whose masterly technique, git for melody and harmonic originality Kornauth surely felt 

2 From Searle’s memoirs Quadrille with a Raven, online at http://www.musicweb-international.com/searle/london.htm.
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considerable ainity. And even as a student he had a taste of success: in 1910 he had made a 
concert tour (as accompanist of the Vienna Gesangverein) to the United States, and in 1913 had 
been awarded the Austrian State Prize for his Viola Sonata, Op. 3. He gained his doctorate in 1915 
for his dissertation (written under Adler’s guidance) on Haydn’s late quartets, suggesting that the 
wealth of chamber works he was to later write himself were the result of a deep-rooted interest.
 In 1916 Kornauth took up a position of ‘Solokorrepetitor’ at the Hopfoper and soon began 
teaching theory at the University, his career as a teacher in Vienna evolving alongside his growing 
reputation as pianist and conductor throughout Europe and further aield – much further aield, 
in fact: in 1926 he was asked to organise an orchestra in Medan, the capital of northern Sumatra, 
and conducted it for two seasons. hereater (1928–29) as pianist of the Vienna Trio, which he had 
founded, he toured Java, Celebes and Ceylon and later (1934–36) South America and Scandinavia, 
as well as elsewhere in Europe. Back in Austria Kornauth’s career advanced in a succession of 
prizes: having won that of the Gustav Mahler Stitung in 1919 and the Salzburg Chamber-Music 
Prize in 1922, in 1929 he won the ‘Kunstpreis’ of Vienna and in 1939 he obtained irst place in a 
competition organised by the Konzerthausgesellschat. Ater the Anschluss, with the Nazis now in 
power, Kornauth found himself in a delicate position: his accessible, lyrical music appealed to the 
authorities, as it did to concert audiences in general; and, at least in Vienna, Kornauth was one of 
the most widely performed composers of his day, which made him an especially prominent igure. 
He managed to tread a delicate tightrope: he joined the Reichsmusikkammer and accepted the post 
of lecturer in theory in the Reichshochschule für Musik – but he made a deliberate point of going 
to see his old teacher Guido Adler, held under house arrest as a Jew until his death in 1941. Ater 
the War he was director of the music academy of the Salzburg Mozarteum (1946–47) before being 
nominated to a professorship at the Hochschule; his life from then until his death on 28 October 
1959 was punctuated by a series of awards, honorary memberships and other distinctions.

he Phantasie, Op. 10 [1], is Kornauth’s most extrovert and exploratory work for the piano and 
demonstrates his links with nineteenth-century practices and the models provided by his more 
recent forebears. Working within the conines of a single, sonata-like movement, Kornauth 
produces a kaleidoscopic array of moods and textures, while pushing the orchestral possibilities 
of piano sonorities to their limits. Although the work at times resembles a performance of Ein 
Heldenleben vertiginously and ingeniously compressed into a duration of only thirteen minutes, 
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the wealth of performance directions also point to Kornauth’s early interest in Strauss: schwungvoll 
(‘energetically’), schwer und wuchtig (‘heavily and solidly’), ruhig und schlicht (‘calmly and simply’), 
sehr gebunden (molto legato). he ilmic, constant changes of scene and resultant restlessness also 
suggest a kinship with the older master. A true showpiece in the nineteeth-century tradition, the 
Phantasie also has a more modern and highly compact formal scheme, and its demonstration of 
Kornauth’s complete mastery of the lingua franca of early-twentieth-century Vienna – so rarely 
found in piano music – make it an important work.
 With the Drei Klavierstücke, Op. 23, Kornauth continued to develop along essentially modernist 
lines, possibly because of his proximity to Franz Schreker. he Praeludium [2] is something of 
a throwback, with a Mahlerian funerary atmosphere, but it also points forward to Kornauth’s 
later music with its insistent use of only two rhythmic types in the melody: an upbeat crotchet 
followed by a dotted minim, and a single duration of two-and-a-half beats followed by three 
quavers. Apart from contrasting sections which are essentially isorhythmic, the melodic content 
of this piece is entirely built from these two cells. he following Improvisation [3], which, like the 
Praeludium is dedicated to Cesia Kauler (a student of Emil von Sauer, she either let Austria in 
the late 1930s or perished soon ater) is one of Kornauth’s most felicitous creations for the piano. 
he opening has, for that time, unusual metric luidity as multi-hued arabesques are intertwined 
around freely loating melodic lines. he central ländler-type section demonstrates how Kornauth 
(like Mahler and others before him) could expand a folkloristic genre into a highly personal 
and emotional statement while retaining its essential elements. he reprise and conclusion 
are particularly notable for the Messiaen-like brilliance and Bergian voicing in the ever more 
sophisticated harmonies. he Walzer [4] that completes the set is a charming yet technically 
perplexing; its constantly shiting harmonies complement the straightforward melodic charm 
and traditional metre.
 Although the Phantasie and Op. 23 pieces are highly coloured, exaggerated and make 
extravagant claims on the performer, the Kleine Suite, Op. 29, has an introverted intimacy and 
classicism that show how Kornauth’s approach to composition had changed over a short period 
(it was written only three years ater the preceding piano works). His predilection for repetition 
of rhythmic structures, already noted in respect to the Praeludium, Op. 23, No. 1, is taken to its 
logical conclusion in Präludium of the Kleine Suite [5], which consists of an isorhythmic melody 
accompanied by a moto perpetuo. With the Ländler that follows [6] Kornauth returns to the rural 
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or, perhaps, Schubertian roots of the genre, although the spirit of Mahler is never far away. he 
Mediterranean sensibility of the Barcarole [7] may relect Kornauth’s increasing interest in the 
work of Joseph Marx who, like many earlier Austro-German composers, openly acknowledged 
the importance of the South as a source of inspiration. he highlight of the Kleine Suite must 
surely be the Notturno [8], a real gem that embodies the most afecting, charming and original 
aspects of Kornauth’s gits, although many listeners may claim the middle section of the following 
Walzer [9] is not far behind. 
 he Präludium und Passacaglia, Op. 43, inhabits a completely diferent world. With Europe 
on the brink of war and Austrian society in profound lux, it is not hard to imagine the stimuli 
behind the substantial change in tone: in place of the luxuriant, oten light-hearted appeal of 
the Kleine Suite and its predecessors, the mood here is severe, the harmonies gloom-ridden 
(Kornauth chose the forbidding key of B lat minor – used by Bach for the most starkly pathetic 
of the preludes of  the Well-Tempered Clavier, and by Chopin for the demonic prelude and 
funereal sonata, Op. 35). If the texture at the outset of the Präludium  recalls that which opens 
the Kleine Suite, the comparison soon ends with the development of a complex web of supporting 
polyphonic lines and searing harmonies. he Passacaglia  consists of fourteen repetitions of the 
theme; although each variation introduces surprises in its harmonisation, the pessimistic darkness 
scarcely relents until the unexpected, even victorious concluding fanfare in the major key.
 he modest and contrasting pieces that make up the Fünf Klavierstücke, Op. 44 (also referred 
to as a Second Suite), certainly possesses a kinship with the Op. 29 group, but the carefree 
garrulousness of the earlier works has been replaced by an eloquent nostalgia, at times dreamy, 
at others resigned. Kornauth’s liking for a polyphonic texture supporting a long melodic line is 
apparent from the outset of the Praeludium  and continues in the following Intermezzo . 
he central Capriccio  is another intriguing exercise in using only two rhythmic ingredients 
for an entire piece, and the Mährische Ballade , in which the composer perhaps recalls his 
youth in Moravia, is notable in Kornauth’s œuvre for extended periods of diatonic harmony. 
he concluding Walzer , at once melodically elegant, ever-inventive in its harmony and 
contrapuntally ingenious, demonstrates Kornauth’s appeal as well as any other of his works.
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Jonathan Powell studied the piano with Denis Matthews and Sulamita Aronovsky and is 
now, from a base in Poland, busy fulilling a schedule of international concert appearances, 
specialising primarily in late-Romantic composers and contemporary works. He has performed 
widely in Europe, as well as in Russia and the United States; he has also appeared on radio in 
many countries, in addition to numerous appearances on the BBC. Recent highlights include 
concerto appearances in Moscow (Finnissy Second Concerto), Kiev (Liszt, Chopin and 
Field), Levoča and Žilina (Liszt), a year-long series of performances of Albéniz’ Iberia, and 
the Ukrainian premiere of Messiaen’s Vingt regards sur l’enfant Jésus. As a chamber musician, 
he has recently collaborated with the cellist Rohan de Saram, violinist Ashot Sarkissian and 
sopranos Svetlana Sozdateleva and Irena Troupova. With his wife Irena Powell he has formed 
a piano duo; their irst concert took place in Slovakia in 2012.
 Powell has worked with many leading composers such as Ambrosini, Dillon, Ferneyhough 
and Staud. As well as giving UK premieres of pieces by Sciarrino, Feldman and Salonen, he 
has commissioned many new works. Powell is also active as a recording artist, with many CDs 
to his name, from companies such as Altarus, ASV, Convivium, Danacord, Largo, NMC, and 
Toccata Classics, for whom his recording projects include music by Alexander Goldenweiser 
(a irst volume, featuring the Contrapuntal Sketches, was released on tocc 0044) and Jānis 
Mediņš (with the complete Dainas on tocc 0097). Powell is a self-taught composer – he has 
recorded several of his own works for BBC broadcasts and has received performances by the 
London Sinfonietta, the Arditti Quartet, Valdine Anderson, Sarah Leonard, Darragh Morgan 
and Nicolas Hodges, among others. 
 Powell spent several years researching Russian music of the early twentieth century for a 
PhD dissertation on the inluence of Scriabin on the generation of Russian composers active 
from around the time of World War I onwards, including Stanchinsky, Alexander Krein 
and Feinberg. His research continues with the collection of scores by Russian composer-
pianists, an activity that in turn gives rise to numerous irst modern performances of works 
by composers such as Goldenweiser, Blumenfeld, Feinberg and others. His articles on many 
aspects of Russian music appear in he New Grove Dictionary of Music; other writings have 
been published by International Piano and the Finnish musicological journal Musiikki-lehti.
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The music of the Czech-born Viennese composer Egon Kornauth (1891–1959) was 

once a staple of Austrian concert-halls, though it has largely been forgotten in the 

half-century since his death. In this pioneering recording Jonathan Powell uncovers 

the many strands that fed into Kornauth’s rich and full-blooded soundworld – dark, 

late-Romantic harmony, inventive counterpoint, rhythmic assiduity, a fondness for 

folk-music and, not least, a straightforward melodic charm. 
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